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FALL LUNCHEON - Friday, November 12
and make a special effort to attend.

fail luncheon - Friday,
November 12, Regents,
Dining Room 10:30-3:00

p.m.
Finally, it can be announced! A firstthe Chair of the Board of Regents is
meeting with the faculty, the retired
facu lty that is . As indicated in our
last newsletter, Dianne Philibosian,
Professor of Leisure Studies and
Recreation at California State
University, Northridge and newly
elected Chair of Pacific's Board of
Regents has accepted our invitation
to speak at the Fall Luncheon. The
most convenient date for her talk
turned out to be Friday, November
12 and we hope that the Emeriti
Society members who live in the
vicinity will also find it convenient

As an alumna and a member of the
profession. Dr. Philibosian will
undoubtedly have a number of
interesting insights to share about
higher education and the future of
Pacific, its students, its faculty and
the entire University community. She
will join us for the luncheon and we
will devote the afternoon to her talk
and questions from the membership.
The President and ' several other
administrators have also been
invited.
The morning session will start with
the customary coffee hour where we
all get a chance to catch up with old
friends. Then we will share some
news of the Society and the
University before lunch and the
arrival of our guest.
A reservation form is attached to this
newsletter and we ask that it be
returned by November 8 so that we
can arrange for food and tables and
chairs for the luncheon. There is no
charge for this occasion but we
would ask t hat you make a donation,
if at all possible.
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October 21 marked the second of the
Wine and Cheese Parties that the
Emeriti Society is sponsoring for the
faculty. The first party was well
attended by Emeriti but our
membership was less prominent on
the second go-round. Reportedly,
everyone who attends enjoys these
functions. We need to find more
ways to publicize these get-togethers

in order to get the younger and
newer faculty accustomed to casual
and social interaction, particularly
across school and college lines.
Members of t he Emeriti Society have
generously provided wine from their
private stock. Experts from within
our ranks assure us that "two-bucl<
chuck" and the newer Foxbrook
wines are drinkable, although very
cheap. We figure that, if we on fixed
incomes (left over from the leaner
years) can afford them, then the
most junior faculty at the new pay
scales can afford them too. In our
last advertising on E-News, we
labeled them "cheap" and invited
people to sample.
The next party will be held on
December 2 and· will be the last of
the semester. We hope to make a
stronger connection to individual
schools, emphasizing a different one
each month during the Spring.

REPORT OF THE EX(ACTING) PRESIDENT
by Gwenn Browne
Because we have no President, the
last issue appeared without a report
and this time I almost made it a
letter from the Editor but I didn't
want to start a new feature. Jean
Matuszak and I haven't gotten
together yet because I had left for
my vacation before she got back
from her trip. We still plan on
rotating the Presidency within the
Executive Comm ittee but we haven't
worked the kinks out So, you will
have to accept yet one more report
of activities from me and I have
been out of town more than on
campus.
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The Emeriti Office in WPC 124 will
once again face an upheaval, but
not a full move. You w ill find a
reference to "Risk Management" in
Ron Limbaugh's "News from
Members" and this group is
apparently the new bete nair on
campus. They have decided that the
bookshelves which have hung on the
walls in Wendell Philips Center since
1968 are unsafe so they can only be
hung on double strips with new
brackets. New nails can't be put into
the walls because asbestos was
used in the original construction. So
all the furniture has to be
rearranged and someone has to pay
physical plant to do that.
We have new computer. It was
delivered over a month ago but it
hasn't been set up yet - in part
because
of the furniture
arrangement and in part because
the non-working faculty, without an
Index Code (0 Horrors!) come last,
if at all, on the waiting list. I would
remind you that the Emeriti Office is
for the use of all the Emeriti,
especially those who have not had
the good luck to retain an office
after retirement. However, I do not
recommend that you plan on making
extensive use of it until we finally
get this move straightened out.
The Treasurer reports that the
Society is solvent with more than
two thousand dollars in the account.
However, we have been spending
money all the time he was off on his
vacation as well as arranging for
luncheons and wine and cheese
parties. So the balance will be
decidedly less when he gets all the
bills. Once again we would ask you
to be as generous as you have been
in the past so that we can continue
our activities for you and the
University.
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I would remind you that we
succeeded in making the Emeriti
parking tags permanent. You need
only fill out new forms when you
change cars. Student Life still
handles our parking. The person to
see is Denia Andersen; she used to
be in the Provost's office so many of
you will know her, at least on sight.
She is now the receptionist at the
southwest entrance to Hand Hall
(where KUOP used to be). She has
the Emeriti list and parking forms. I
hope that this new "perk" will
encou rage some of you to get
parking tags, if you have not done
so. I will also make temporary tags
available for the Nov. 12 luncheon, if
you put a note on the reservation
form.
Last fall, the University instituted a
new Dental Hygiene program. You
saw their facilities when we toured
the new building in the Long School
of Pharmacy and Health Sciences.
They are now interested in getting
"customers". If you need your teeth
cleaned, they would like to help you.
I understand that they are very
careful and thorough (but slow). For
more information, call (209) 9467404.

emeriti news, which we believe
would interest the alumni. We cited
examples from publications of
schools where we are alums and
made invidious comparisons. We
found him very receptive and he
invited us to participate in a task
force that is being created to review
and recommend changes for the
magazine. Any volunteers or
suggestions?
Roland diFranco has suggested that
we run a regular feature with
campus news. I would like reactions
to this, particularly from those who
do not live close or visit the campus
often. Would you like to see such
news in ... of Cabbages and Kings?
Do you get enough from the Bulletin
and Pacific Review? Are there other
features you would like?
The names and e-mail addresses of
the Executive Committee appear at
the end of this column. You are
invited to contact any or all of us
with suggestions and /or concerns.
You will find references to us in the
News from Members Section as well
so you can tell what we have been
up to as individuals.
Executive Committee

Everyone is supposed to receive the
Bulletin from the University. We
understand that some Emeriti names
have been removed from the mailing
list of the Pacific Review. If this has
happened to you and you would like
to be restored to the mailing list,
contact Joe Brennan in Marketing/
University Relations at (209) 9462746.
The Executive Committee met with
Jonathan Meer, the Vice President
for University Advancement, at its
September meeting and discussed
with him some of our concerns about
the Pacific Review. In particular, we
pointed out the lack of faculty and

President Vacant
Vice President Alice Jean Matuszak,
Aj2zak@aol.com
Secretary Stanworth Beckler
rebecca1b@aol.com
Treasurer Dale Dunmire
dunmire52@comcast.net
Academic Council Representative
Roland diFranco difranS@aol.com
Newsletter Editor Gwenn Browne
gwennethbrowne@comcast.net
At Large Members:
Medford
Les
mpmedford@comcast.net
Doris Meyer idem 1@com cast. net
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UOP HEALTH CARE PLANS
FOR RETIREES
By Roy Whiteker
Emeritus representative to the
University Compensation Committee
As is usual at this time of the year,
the University is busy finalizing
its compensation plans for the
coming year. I will try to let you
know what the current thinking is.
I have been informed that those of
you who subscribe to health care
plans through the University should
receive your open enrollment
information at home towards the
end of November.
Rates are not yet ready to be
published, but I understand that
they will be essentially the same as
last year for the Blue Cross Prudent
Buyer Plan. However, there may be
some modest increases for the
Kaiser Senior Advantage Plan,
especially if you have a nonmedicare eligible spouse and/or
dependent children. The optica l
coverage plan offered by Kaiser will
be replaced by VSP so that all
retirees will now have the same
vision plan.
For Blue Cross, the emergency room
co-pay has increased to $100 and
the life-time maximum has been
increased from 3 million to 5 million.
For Kaiser, the emergency room copay has also been increased to $100
and the durable medical equipment
benefit has been dropped from
100% to 80%.
The current Premier Plan with Delta
Dental has been replaced by the
Delta Passive DPO Plan. The level
of coverage is not changed, nor has
the level of benefits. The only
change is the amount some dentists
can be reimbursed for services.
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As I understand it, prescription drug
co-pays remain the same at $15 for
generic drugs, $25 for brand names
in the Blue Cross Formulary, and $45
for brand names not in the
Formulary. The annual deductible
remains at $300.
If you have any questions before the
renewal materials become available,
you should call Debbie Beitz or Karen
Mendoza at the Office of Human
Resources at 946-2124. To contact
me with general questions, call
946-2606
or
write
to
rwhiteker@pacific.ed u.

REPORT FROM THE
ACADEMIC COUNCIL
by Roland di Franco
Emeritus Representative
President Donald DeRosa spoke at
the opening meeting of the Academic
Council. He announced that this
year's new enrollment was at record
levels: about 400 at the Law School,
135 at the Dental School, about 880
new freshmen, and about 232
transfer students. The freshman
enrollment has met the 2007-2010
goals.
Because 2004 was a strong year
there is a budget surplus. All three
campuses will be making campus
improvements and dealing with
deferred maintenance.
At the September meeting, Provost
Philip Gilbertson announced that the
Engineering Management program
was granted accreditation by ABET
on the first try. The Engineering
Program is among the top 50
undergraduate
engineering
programs. He also noted that the
Physical Therapy program is among
the top 100 U.S. programs and third
in California. On August 28, 2004,

the Dental School was renamed the
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry
after alumni, faculty, · and friends
had raised $50 million in
contributions.
The Academic Council created a new
Teacher/Scholar Study Task Force to
report by the end of this academic
year. Its membership has the usual
school and college representation
and a representative of the
Academic Council. The Task FoFce
is charged to evaluate the
Teacher/Scholar model of faculty
responsibility as it is now
understood and accepted at Pacific.
Is the model appropriately applied
and utilized at this time? Is the
model appropriate as Pacific moves
to the next level of excellence?
Because it is difficult to get faculty
to serve on important faculty
governance committees, the Task
Force is to examine the role of
service in our model of faculty
responsibility.
New Pharmacy Governance and
Evaluation Documents were
approved by the Council.
At the October meeting, Provost
Gilbertson announced that total
University enrollment was above
6200. He told the Council that
President DeRosa had chosen three
goals for the year. The first was to
clarify University enrollment and
tuition policy out to 2010 . The
Regents Retreat in January will deal
with this issue. The second goal is
to assist in the transition to new
membership for the Board of
Regents as term limits set in for
current regents. The third is an
aggressive focus on funds for the
new Biology Building and the new
University Center. The Provost also
announced that John Stein,
Executive Assistant to the President,
would retire in July. The President
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has selected Julie Sina, VicePresident for Student Life, as John's
replacement. She will have the title
of Vice-President and Secretary to
the Regents but the Provost will still
be considered second in authority to
the President. A search committee
for a new Vice-President for Student
Life will be appointed this fall.
Chair Glendalee Scully announced
the establishment of an ad-hoc
committee to study the question of
the lack of candidates for Chair-Elect
of the Council and appointed the
Emeriti Representative to chair the
committee.
The Council began discussion of the
Program Review of the School of
Education and in particular the
creation of a new Ph . D. program in
Educational Psychology. No final
action was taken. The Council also
reviewed a draft for a new Student
Media Board and requested changes
for the next meeting.

IN MEMORIAM
The Emeriti Society notes with
sadness the death of the following
Society member and offers its
condolences to her family.

Audree Ann Simer O'Connell,
noted vocalist and music therapist
died in Salt Lake City on September
25, 2004, at the age of 72 after a
long bout with cancer. Audree, who
honored many Emeriti retirees with
her vocalizing as a member of the
Faculty Sextet at Faculty Retirement
Dinners, was born on May 14, 1932
in Harvey, Illinois. She graduated
from Northern State Teacher's
College in Aberdeen, South Dakota
in 1954 and taught high school
English in Vermont. After raising a
family she came to Pacific in 1978 to
study music therapy. In 1981 she
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was appointed to the faculty of the
Conservatory of Music and received
She
the M.A. degree in 1984.
received the United Methodist
Scholar/Teacher Award in 1992 and
the Order of Pacific on her retirement
in 2002. In addition to her work in
music therapy, Audree sang in
oratorios, operas, and jazz
performances, traveling widely in the
United States and Europe with choral
groups. While at UOP she also
served from 1997 to 2001 as Choir
Director of the Unitarian Universalist
Church in Stockton.

NEWS FROM MEMBERS
Roger and Francoise Barnett
spent the past summer in England
and France. They left in mid-April for
a month in England, visiting friends
and family, while house-sitting in
Nottingham for a long-time friend .
From mid-May to early September
they lived in their house in
Dordogne, France, where they
installed a brand new kitchen,
replacing the ad hoc cooking
arrangements that had been there
since the house was built in 1970. In
France they enjoyed good weather,
and many visits from friends and
family members.
This fall, in
addition to spending time in Ashland
for the Oregon Shakespeare Festival,
they plan to visit Washington, D.C.,
perhaps returning to Europe for
Christmas and the New Year.
Stan Beckler had surgery in early
October to remove a bladder stone
and considerable prostate matter.
The good news is that he is cancerfree. As the true trooper he is, Stan
made it to the Emeriti Society
Executive Committee Meeting a few
days after being released from the
hospital in time to take the
incomparable minutes for which he is
famous.

Not to be out-done by Roy and
Jean Whiteker, who had returned
from a two-week cruise-tour up the
Danube from Bucharest to
Budapest, just prior to the last issue
of this Newsletter, Gwenn Browne
returned from a three-week cruisetour in t ime to serve as editor for
this issue. Starting with a pre-trip
option in Berlin, she took a cruise
down the Danube from Vilshofen,
Germany, to Budapest, concluding
with a post-trip stay in Prague.

Robert Dash and Maria, who
returned to Mairie in early October
and took delivery of a new (31 years
old) Cape
Dory Typhoon
Weekender, reported that their first
sail in heavy seas went wen. Bob
noted that their fall colors are
coming to peak in Boothbay Harbor,
and the "leaf peepers" in tour buses
are everywhere. They plan to stay
in Maine until early Janu ary and
then head to California shortly after
New Years to thaw out.
Dale Dunmire sent a long
summary describing his and
Carlynn's exciting six-week trip to
Germany, Eastern Europe, and
Russia with his brother Rance and
wife, Jo. Renting a car in Frankfurt,
Germany, they drove to the wellkept American Cemetery/Memorial
in Epinal, France, where Jo's
brother, who was killed in 1944, is
buried. Back in Frankfurt, they
obtained a small 18-foot motor
home in which they traveled and
slept for 37 days, covering 4200
miles and 8 countries (Germany,
Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,
Russia, Belarus, and the Czech
Republic) as part of a 23-rig
caravan. Throughout Russia they
were
accompanied
by
guides/support personnel (US,
Estonian, German, and Belarus). In
many cases accommodations were
primitive with few RV campsites (as
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we know them) available. Often
they parked in hotel parking lots
with only limited electricity/water
available. Food, which was provided
either for lunch or dinner, ranged
from very good to acceptable but
flavorful and generally repetitious,
and consisted mainly of potatoes,
cabbage, fried pork, chicken or beef
cutlets. Included among the many
interesting, beautiful, historic, and
exotic sights were Gdansk, the
Wolfschanze ruins of Hitler's '41-'45
headquarters, Tallinn,
St.
Petersburg, cities of the "Golden
Ring," Moscow, the battlefield where
the armies of Napoleon in 1812 and
the Germans in 1941 were defeated,
Brest, Warsaw, Krakow, Auschwitz,
and Prague. In addition to visiting
many
fortresses,
castles,
monasteries, churches, museums,
the Hermitage, and the Kremlin,
they saw the Moscow circus, ballet
in St. Petersburg, and several
folkloric performances.
They
returned with a good understanding
of the countries visited and the way
people lived and were treated by
their governments. They noted that
the trip was long, with some 10hour driving days, and, although
they might not choose to repeat the
trip, it was a once in a lifetime
opportunity and they would
recommend it.

Cliff Dochterman writes that he
and his wife, Mary Elena, spend
most of their time as volunteers on
various humanitarian projects,
finding this a rewarding way to
spend their retirement years. In the
past few months, they have been
helping the Wheelchair Foundation,
located in Danville, which has the
m1ss1on of distributing free
wheelchairs around the world to
disabled persons who have no
mobility.
The Foundation has
distributed about 200,000
wheelchairs in 60 countries. Cliff
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and Mary Elena work with Rotary
Clubs in raising the funds, which are
matched by the Foundation. Last
summer they traveled and
distributed 1800 wheelchairs in
Mexico and 1600 in China.

Paul Gross, together with chemistry
faculty, Vyacheslav Samoshin and
Andreas Franz, published an invited
book chapter, "Synthetic Approaches
to Small Cluster Oligosaccharide
Mimetics" in Recent Research
Developments in Organic Chemistry.
Len Humphreys, who is currently
serving on the 2004-2005 San
Joaquin County Grand Jury, is
planning a late-October trip to the
Eastern Mediterranean, visiting
Greece, Turkey, and Italy.
Ron Limbaugh reports that his
"clandestine" work in the archives
annex in the basement of the School
of Education building has been shut
down because of floor flooding
recently. He has learned that UOP
Risk Management has completely
removed the archival material there,
including the UOP Archives, and now
stores the collections somewhere offcampus. Furthermore, he has been
told that the new library annex under
construction will not be available to
store archival and manuscript
materials for three years. In the
meantime anyone working with the
materials formerly housed in the
School of Education is out of
commission until authorities decide
where and how to establish a
temporary facility. Risk Management
has decided that since there are no
overhead sprinklers in the Education
basement, it cannot be used again
for archival storage. In closing, Ron
asked the Executive Committee to
consider establishing a "visiting
scholar" program for old-timers who
want to return to campus to do
research .

Sally Miller has recently completed
a commissioned article about the life
of Kate Richards O'Hare, WWI
dissenter and social critic, for a
volume to be published by the
Kansas Historical Society in
celebration of the state's
sesquicentennial.
Dick Perry notes that they have
finished home schooling their
grandkids. Their home is now in
escrow and they will soon be
moving into their 5th-wheel trailer
and traveling. After a few months
they will move into a retirement
community in Roseburg, Oregon,
using that as a home base for travel.
Ted Pohlman writes that his next
cruise will be to Hawaii, November
14-December 5. So far this year he
has worked on cruise ships in the
Caribbean, Mediterranean, Baltic,
around the British Isles, and on a
trans-Atlantic crossing. High points
were visits to the Isle of Man, St.
Petersburg, Rhodes, Malta, Bilbao
(Spain), and various small villages
among the fjords of Norway and in
Spain, Finland, and Sweden. On
these cruises he has worked as a
paid pianist, lecturer, clergyman,
dance host, and ballroom dance
teacher.
John Wonder reports that his life
has become much simpler since
moving to Rossmoor in Walnut
Creek last February.
The
surroundings are lovely, and he does
not have to worry about so many
things, such as upkeep, etc. He
attended his eldest granddaughter's
marriage last April in Cambria and in
July spent ten days in London with
his eldest son and family. He notes
that he hadn't realized what an
elegant and interesting city it was,
and has now changed his mind
about thinking that Paris was tops.
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He would like to hear from his
friends at UOP.

Pat Wagner wants to thank
everyone who attended Mike's
memorial service. She said that she
was having a difficult time
concentrating that day and couldn't
remember everyone there , but was
very appreciative, never-the-less.
Shortly after the service she fell and
spent some time in a rehabilitation
center. However, she has recovered
nicely and is back home again.
Our Distinguished Subscribers
We are honored that ". . . of
Cabbages and Kings" is distributed
to the President, the Chairman of
the Board of Regents, the Provost
and all the Vice Presidents, the
Deans and most directors of services
on campus, the Chair of the
Academic Council, and the Faculty
Advisor of The Pacifican .

Continuing Appreciation
We thank Darlene Hall for her fine
work in preparing the Newsletter for
printing and distribution, and we
thank Pearl Piper for her excellent
work with the mailing. Without
them, the Newsletter wouldn't
happen. We also thank the Provost
and his staff for their logistical and
financial support
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